Episode Synopses for November 2020.
Feed Date

11.04.20

11.11.20

11.18.20

11.25.20

12.02.20

Episode #

Description

#BK-132

The Art of Negotiation
Discover strategies for effective negotiations with your parents, teachers, friends,
siblings, and bosses. Even if you are simply working out the shared schedule with
your brother to walk the dog, you’ll find out how to achieve your goals and arrive
at a winning solution for everyone. Discover the success of teens who run “Grand
Slam Garage Sales” and another young man who sells Star Wars memorabilia.

#BK-133

The World Is a Risky Place
Taking risks in life is important, but you want to be smart about those risks. Learn
about liability, contracts, and insurance, and how having these in place can
protect your business, your assets, and yourself. Meet two young tennis coaches
who protect themselves with contracts, and the owner of Small Town Skateshop
who keeps his business insured.

#BK-134

Economic Cycles (What Goes Up Must Come Down)
Cycles in the economy go up and down. Learn how cycles can affect a business.
Discover how you can protect yourself against negative effects and plan for the
positive trends. Meet a young man who made paintball profitable and a family
who mines for gold.

#BK-135

The Green Economy & You
Join the Biz Kids on a green mission and discover your impact on the
environment. Explore different ways to become part of the green economy and
learn how there’s green to be made in thinking green. Take a ride on the “The Big
Green Bus” and find out how to turn poop into profits with “Zoo Doo.”

#BK-136

Secrets to Success
The secret to success is actually simple – it’s all about staying in school and
building the best toolbox for your future. Learn about the many ways to pay for
your education and the importance of learning every day of your life.
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